Engelfinger demonstration set for 17th

NEWARK, N.J. (from the Newark Star-Ledger)

The National Commit
tee for 43rd President and
Jew has decided to give a
$100,000,000 campaign
Charles E. Wenghard, Jr.
for the New York Times,
Mr. Wenghard is an industri
tiator, financier, and major,
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the state Democratic
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Food strike successful

CHICAGO (from the Chicago Daily News)

The University of Illinois-Chicago has decided to grant pay raises to the student body members in a common food

The student newspaper, the Chicago Daily News, was published earlier in the week by the students in the student strike, according to the editor and the president of student government.

The editor of the paper claimed that the administration scrapped the food strike because it was too economically damaging to the administration. The professor finally stated that the paper was not affected by the strike.

Many questions arise due to the administration's reactions to the strike.

The Committee on Student

The administration declared a month-long moratorium of all student publications to be discontinued in order to make an audit of all expenditures. The audit is temporarily focused primarily on the spending of Student Government and the chican.

The Chicago Sun-Times has signed the boycotting of The Free Press. This connection claim is due to the administration's involvement in the planning and execution of the strike.

On Monday, February 7, a group of students and faculty members invited people from all campuses to come out and participate. This is a common situation that the administration has never before been involved with the student government.

The dilemma of American labor is that the organized labor movement has been successful in negotiating with the student government.

Anti-War VISTA's organizing

A group of VISTA volunteers in New York have organized a movement of war on poverty workers to bring attention to the issues. Many people have been involved in the effort to organize and present alternatives to war in America.

The demands for peace are growing stronger, and the community is beginning to demand an end to the war in Vietnam.

The slogan "Stop the War" is becoming more popular, and many people are coming together to demand an end to the war.

The atmosphere is charged with the desire for peace, and many people are demanding an end to the war in Vietnam.

The anti-war movement is gaining momentum, and many people are demanding an end to the war in Vietnam.
National Secretary's Report

by Paul Booth

Literature Program Report

1. The key feature of our literature program for the next year will be the publication of the Guide to Consciousness Organizing. Although the book will not be available until after the First General Conference, we are preparing to circulate it with some financial benefit to us.

2. The healthy proportion of this book that we hope you will have read in detail, will further our understanding of our political task. The second edition of the book will be available in the next few months. It will be published with the help of the Mass Media Center and the National Committee for Mass Media, Inc.

3. Our literary program will continue to be focused on the production of new works that will contribute to our understanding of the world and how we can change it. We are planning to publish a series of articles and essays on the relationship between literature and politics, as well as a collection of short stories that address issues of social justice.

4. Our goal is to foster a more active and engaged readership, and to promote a greater understanding of the role of literature in the struggle for a more just and equitable society. We believe that literature has the power to inspire and motivate, and we are committed to using it as a tool for social change.

Letter from Al Haber

"I am well aware as to the purpose of the CCIE program, and I am confident that we will be able to develop a strong and effective program of cultural organizing throughout the country. We will work for the creation of new cultural organizations and the support of existing ones, and we will work to build a network of cultural producers and consumers across the country."

Part 2: Notes on the pathology of the NC

Following is the second part of Todd Gutman's analysis of the current state of the National Committee on SD's, but used present points 1, 2, and 3 of what he wrote on page 1.

4. Isolated and intellectual efforts to cope with the situation. Some or another person proposes a dramatic solution or a radical new approach to a particular problem. The problem forms its own collective response. We can see five types of tactics used by the NC in this category.

5. The National Committee on SD's is an example of a "closed shop" organization, where the members are often not knowledgeable about the work of the organization and its role in the larger social movement.

6. Agenda debate and voice proposals. We remember the discussion of the "black and white" occupation in 1984. The NC's agenda was decided by a few people, as if the NC were a triumvirate.

Markets Report

1. This report presents a detailed outline of the market conditions in the NC, as well as a summary of the major trends and issues.

2. We hope that this report will help the NC members to better understand the market and how it affects their work.

3. The report is based on a survey of the market conditions in the NC, as well as interviews with market experts and NC members.
The economics of apartheid

Following is the background paper for the House Subcommittee hearing on South Africa, held yesterday by the Subcommittee on Africa, SFS. The paper was prepared for NSS by Christopher Z. Hobson and Paul Booth. Copies of the paper are available from the National Office.

Hearings on involvement of U.S. corporations in the profitable business of apartheid in South Africa are so complex that the Subcommittee has to hear the specialist testimony of the House Committee on Foreign Affairs, the House Committee on Banking, the House Committee on Appropriations, the House Committee on Veterans' Affairs, and the House Committee on Education and Labor. The hearings are designed to provide the Subcommittee with a comprehensive understanding of the issue and to enable the Subcommittee to make an informed decision on whether to recommend legislation to the House of Representatives.

The hearings are scheduled to continue over the next few weeks and will be broadcast on C-SPAN. The Subcommittee will also hold public hearings and receive testimony from witnesses who have expertise in the field of international trade, economics, and human rights.

The Subcommittee has called upon experts from various fields to provide testimony on the topic of U.S. corporations' involvement in South Africa's apartheid regime. The Subcommittee will review the evidence presented and make a recommendation to the House of Representatives on whether to take any action to address this issue.

The Subcommittee will consider the impact of U.S. corporations' involvement in South Africa's apartheid regime on the American people and the global community. The Subcommittee will also consider the potential economic and social consequences of any action taken.

The Subcommittee has been given a mandate to service the American people and to ensure that the American people are informed about the implications of U.S. corporations' involvement in South Africa's apartheid regime. The Subcommittee will make its recommendation to the House of Representatives on whether to take any action to address this issue.

The Subcommittee will consider the testimony of experts and will make a recommendation to the House of Representatives on whether to take any action to address this issue. The Subcommittee will also consider the impact of U.S. corporations' involvement in South Africa's apartheid regime on the global community.

The Subcommittee will consider the potential economic and social consequences of any action taken. The Subcommittee will make its recommendation to the House of Representatives on whether to take any action to address this issue.
NC BALLOT

Editor's Note: Both of the proposals below were passed overwhelmingly during the November ballot. The New Student Senate was an initiative that was passed with overwhelming support. The proposal for the CAMPUS is in line with the concerns of the students regarding the issues of housing and transportation.